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ALMA Cycle 4 Planning
•  ALMA Cycle 4 will provide 3000 hours of 12-m array science 

observations. The remaining time on ALMA will be reserved 
for engineering, computing and scientific testing to extend 
and optimize ALMA capabilities.

•  Dates to remember:
–  22 March 2016     Call for Proposals
–  21 April 2016      Proposal deadline
–  August 2016         Review results sent to PIs
–  October 2016       Start of ALMA Cycle 4 observations
–  September 2017   End of Cycle 4 observations



Cycle 4 Capabilities
•  At least forty (40) antennas in the 12-m Array, ten (10) 7-m 

antennas (for short baselines) and three (3) 12-m antennas 
(for zero-spacing) 

•  Receiver bands 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10 (wavelengths of about 
3.1, 2.1, 1.3, 0.87, 0.74, 0.44, and 0.35 mm, respectively)

•  Nine 12-m array configurations with maximum baselines from 
155 m to 12.6 km

•  Maximum baselines of 2.7 km for Bands 8, 9 and 10, 5.3 km 
for Band 7, 12.6 km for Bands 3, 4, & 6

•  Spectral line, continuum, and mosaic observations
•  Single pointing, on axis, full (linear) polarization capabilities 

for continuum and full spectral resolution observations in 
Band 3, 6 and 7 on the 12-m array



Cycle 4 Capabilities
•  Cycle 4 observing modes will be classified as standard or 

non-standard, and up to 20% of the observing time will be 
allocated to proposals requesting non-standard modes, 
which include:

•      Bands 8, 9 & 10 observations
•      Band 7 observations with maximum baselines > 2.7 km
•      All polarization observations
•      Spectral Scans
•      Bandwidth switching projects (less than 1GHz aggregate 

bandwidth over all spectral windows)
•      Solar Observations 
•       VLBI observations 
•      User-specified calibrations



New Capabilities to Note:
In Cycle 4, the following opportunities will be available to 
Proposers for the first time.
•  ACA stand-alone mode

–  Proposals will be accepted to use the ACA in a stand-alone capacity for spectral line 
(7m Array plus Total Power Array) or continuum (7m Array) observations.

•  Large Programs
–  defined as more than 50 hours of observations with either the 12-m Array or the 

ACA in stand-alone mode. 
•  Millimeter-wavelength VLBI

–  Proposals will be accepted for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations 
with ALMA in Bands 3 and 6 continuum, in concert with an existing VLBI network: 
the Global mm-VLBI Array (GMVA) at 3 mm and a new NRAO/Event Horizon 
Telescope Consortium (EHTC) network at 1.3 mm. In addition to submitting an ALMA 
proposal, VLBI programs must also submit a proposal to the appropriate VLBI 
network according to their deadlines. Additional information about proposing with 
ALMA using these networks will be made available in mid-January 2016.

•  Solar observations - Bands 3 and 6.



Once you have done this…



A clean slate.  From here, you can: 
•  Start a new proposal  
•  Add blank Science Goals (SG) 
•  Load templates with example SG 

You can right-click 
and add blank 
Science Goals



New! 

This is 
the J-tree 



Further down, select PI/Co-I’s from a 
search of registered ALMA users 
and attach the Science Case from 
a .pdf on disk 

Science Case will be a PDF 
with a max of 4 pages, 
including figures.



Click here to load the standard 
templates that  are distributed  
with the OT 

Click here to load a project 
(perhaps an old one of 
yours) from disk as a 
template 

New!  A previously submitted project  
can be opened as a new proposal from 
the science archive! 



Drag the one you’d like to modify, 
from here up to the Proposal 
folder. (actual templates will be 
different from this illustration) 



A description is useful for you, for 
the technical assessors, and for 
your Contact Scientist after your 
project is approved.  

You’re now ready to modify the 
Science Goal (SG) 

Give the SG a brief, descriptive name. 



Cycle3: more than
 one field source

can have a mosaic  
but it’s all with 

mosaics or none 
in one SG

When you resolve a 
source, check all 
the returned info, 
velocity, proper 
motions may be 

bogus

Source name, 
position, proper 
motion, velocity 

velocity rest 
frame

 The expected 
source properties 
are used with the 

spectral setup, 
desired angular 
resolution, rms, 
to set the S/N, 
dynamic range 

and overall 
project viability

Rectangular 
mosaic or 1/more 

pointings?

Cycle3: Linewidth 
only given in
 velocity units 
km/s or m/s

New:  Cycle 4 OT defaults to ICRS, the standard radio coordinate system 

New: 



When you resolve a 
source, check all 
the returned info, 
velocity, proper 
motions may be 

bogus

Source name, 
position, proper 
motion, velocity 

velocity rest 
frame

 The expected 
source properties 
are used with the 

spectral setup, 
desired angular 
resolution, rms, 
to set the S/N, 
dynamic range 

and overall 
project viability

Rectangular 
mosaic or 1/more 

pointings?

New:  Cycle 4 OT defaults to ICRS, the standard radio coordinate system 



Custom Mosaics using 
Individual Pointings:   

Offsets or absolute positions.  
The OT will convert if you 
check/uncheck “Offset” 

Read/write the 
pointings from/to 

a text file



The Spatial tab gives a graphical 
visualization of the Field Setup.  

Select a background image 
from an online image server 

Crafting mosaics 
 



Or load a local fits image 

You can turn “on/off” the mosaic beam 
pattern using this button.  
Each circle is the size of the primary beam, 
centered on the field center 

Crafting mosaics 



Or load a local fits image 

You can turn “on/off” the mosaic beam 
pattern using this button.  
Each circle is the size of the primary beam, 
centered on the field center 

Crafting mosaics 



Setting up the mosaic in the Field Setup 
 
Define the length, width and position angle 
of the region to mosaic.  Default is to 
separate the field centers by about 48% of 
the primary beam (the Nyquist rate). 

No more than 
150 12m Array 
pointings. 

Estimated 
number of 7m 
Array 
pointings 

Crafting mosaics 



2) Rest frequency can be entered 
manually, OT will show sky freq 

1) ADD spectral 
windows to get 

started!

Define the 
spectral setup



Double click this field to 
select the desired 
bandwidth/resolution 



Double click this field to 
select the desired 
bandwidth/resolution 

New: spectral line 
polarization on-axis 



Multiple spectral specs, 
spectral averaging 

Spectral specs share a 
baseband, sum of shares 
can’t exceed 1 

Failing to rename a spw brings 
a validation error 



Define the spectral 
setup. 
 

Click here to get a 
Splatalogue window 
to select a particular 
spectral line. 



Filters can be used to narrow the search 

Select a line from the list 



The spectral tab gives you a 
graphical visualization of 
the spectral setup. The 
orange vertical bars are 
sidebands.  This setup is 
okay! 

Drag the green slider to 
slide the VIEW 

Drag the yellow vertical to 
move the first LO 

Click in the yellow area to 
MAGNIFY 

Zoom in here to start 



Standard single 
continuum setups, 
can be modified with 
justification 

Full Continuum & Polarization 
 

Full Polarization for 
Bands 3, 6 and 7

Cycle4: User can edit 
frequencies used for 

full polarization



Automated spectral scan - I 

Automated Spectral 
Scan mode and tunings 



Automated spectral scan - II 

Visual Representation 
of the Spectral Scan 
Mode – Actual spectral 
coverage vs. requested 
coverage 



Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc. 

Array properties summarized 



Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc. 

Specify the desired angular 
resolution and the largest 
structure in the map area 

Use 0” as the size of a true 
point source. There is no 
default! 



Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc. 

Some combinations 
of angular scale and 
resolution require 
the ACA (7m, TP). 

New: Use of ACA (7M synthesis & 12m 
Total Power OTF Mapping) is automatic, 

the old “suggest” button and “do you 
request ACA observations” yes-no radio 

buttons are gone 



New: ACA standalone! 
To invoke, set the desired 
angular resolution = the 
synthesized beam size 

shown for the 7m antennas 
+/- 10% 

Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc. 



Specify the desired rms Jy/
beam noise level and the 
bandwidth over which that 
should be measured 

New: the bandwidth for 
sensitivity must not be less 
than the channel spacing in 
the representative spw 

Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc. 



SG Time Estimates  

Click the time estimate 
to see how much time 
you need and get a 
breakdown by array 
and on-source vs. 
overhead for the 12m 
synthesis 



SG Time Estimates  

This project needs 12m 
+ 7m synthesis owing 
to the combination of 
angular resolution and 
largest angular scale 

Click the time estimate 
to see how much time 
you need and get a 
breakdown by array 
and on-source vs. 
overhead for the 12m 
synthesis 



Single source time estimates 

Note that the OT calculates the number of 
executions based on an estimate of the 

maximum duration of an SB.  This means 
that adding a little bit of on-source time can 
sometimes make for a significantly larger 
total time if another execution is implied 





Time constrained observing 

Entering Time 
Constrained observations 
– Dates, Epochs or 
Monitoring  
 
appropriate justification 
or additional information 



The sensitivity calculator is available separately in the OT (or on the web) 



Tech Justification (New at Cycle 3) 

There are separate sections for Sensitivity, Imaging and Correlator

Each requires its own 50+ word justification

Each comes with a summary of the requested input information to 
detail the different technical aspects of your program.

Here would be the standard required justification of 
the sensitivity parameters



Tech Justification 

Exceptions to standard practice require separate 
justification.   Here, the OT notes that the ACA is 

selected even though the OT thinks it is unneeded.

Here would be the standard required justification of 
the imaging parameters

Here would be the regular required correlator justification



Click here to make sure that your 
project can be validated by the OT.  
If it doesn’t validate the archive will 
reject it. 

When you are satisfied that 
your proposal is complete, 
click here to submit your 
proposal to the archive 

Note the spiffy new icons! 

When the time is ripe … validate & submit 



Clicking on a validation 
error usually takes you 
to the problem directly 



Summary: New for Cycle 4 OT 
 For Cycle 4, some notable new "ALMA" features: 
  
    + Large, VLBI and ACA-standalone projects 

 to invoke ACA-standalone set desired angular resolution = 7m synthesized hpbw 
    + On-axis spectral line polarization 
    + 40 12-m array, 10 7-m array, 3 TP antennas 
 
There are also new "OT" features: 
 
    + The 10o size limitation on SG is gone, the OT will cluster your targets for you 
    + Inclusion of the ACA is automatic, no more “suggest” and “do you request” 
    + The bandwidth for sensitivity can’t be smaller than representative spw’s channel spacing 
    + ICRS generally replaces “FK5 J2000” 
    + Cut/paste commands are the same inside the OT and outside in your OS 
     
 



Use preferences to customize 



A Few OT Tips… 
 

•  New: The same cut and paste commands you use 
outside the OT for text also now work inside it 

•  Ctrl-Z global shortcut will expand out succeeding items in 
the J-tree (try it, you’ll see what we mean) 

 
•  Holding down ALT when making choices in dropdown 

lists will convert to the unit or type of the new choice 
•  Otherwise, only the description changes, not value 

•  OT does galactic-celestial conversion automatically 
•  Cannot convert in other ways, eg not FK5 J2000 to 

ICRS. FK5 J2000 now deprecated 



For more info: ���
 https://almascience.nrao.edu/ 

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), an international astronomy facility, is a 
partnership of Europe, North America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of Chile.  
ALMA is funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the 
Southern Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in 
cooperation with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council 
of Taiwan (NSC), and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan in 
cooperation with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan.  ALMA construction and operations are led on 
behalf of Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI), and on behalf of East Asia by the 
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides 
the unified leadership and management of the construction and operation of ALMA. 


